
An inspiring, 
modern venue 
in the heart of 
historic Gozo



Welcome to Queen 
Mary University of 
London, Malta Campus

Whether you are organising a full-
scale conference or simply want an 
offsite venue for an important meeting, 
you can make use of our impressive 
facilities. We have an excellent range of 
meeting and reception rooms as well as 
purpose-built clinical spaces.



Our roof terrace 
boasts spectacular 

360-degree views of 
Gozo and the historic

Citadella

Our Facilities

Set against the stunning 
backdrop of the historic Gozo 
Citadella, Queen Mary, Malta 
Campus houses a range of 
lecture theatres, classrooms 
and seminar rooms in a 
purpose built, modern facility

The four-storey, 8,100m2 building, situated next to 
Gozo General Hospital includes:

• A 152 seat auditorium
• Two smaller lecture theatres that can combine 

into a 125 seat facility
• Two computer labs, each with capacity for 70
• Teaching rooms and clinical skills rooms
• A 1000m2 catering area with a café, offering 

stunning 360-degree views of Gozo
• A large roof terrace with stunning views of the 

historic Citadella



LEFT: Our 152-seat 
auditorium is fully equipped 
with boundary microphones 
and a video capture setup for 
audio and video recording.

BELOW: Our flexible lecture 
theatre area can be used as 
one large space or divided 
into two smaller rooms to 
suit your event requirements.

Auditorium and Lecture Theatres 

Our lecture rooms are equipped with the latest in Audio-Visual technology, including 
data projectors, screens and a PA Audio System with video capture setup.

As well as our centrepiece Auditorum which seats 152, we have 
two smaller lecture theatres that can combine into a 125-seat facility, an 
impressive total space of 250m2. The space can be used as a single space for 
social events, networking and small exhibitions or divided up to create 
individual meeting rooms.

All lecture rooms are fitted with induction loops, are wheel chair  
accessible and have their own toilet facilities.



We have a number of small and large rooms, ideal as 
break-out spaces or stand-alone event spaces. All are 
equipped with AV equipment. 

All our rooms are ‘smart’: the integrated Building 
Management System (BMS) ensures sustainability, 
comfort and utmost health and safety. 

Each room has an automated system to track and adjust 
ventilation and light accordingly.

Meeting Rooms, Classrooms 
and Seminar Rooms



“Queen Mary, Malta Campus did 
a highly professional job with our 
event- both with the organisation 
as well as with all the logistics 
throughout. Their support was 
impeccable, and the feedback 
received from delegates was 
second to none. 

Simply amazing - thank you!”

Mental Health Association, Gozo
Pauline Camilleri, President



Clinical Skills Area
Benefit from access to our high-tech 
teaching facilities and our in-house 
technical expertise, at the home 
of Barts and The London School of 
Medicine, Malta

Our technical team can advise on 
the most suitable setting for your 
project and assist with the use of 
our specialist equipment.

Our state-of-the-art Clinical Skills 
Area has been designed to meet the 
hands-on learning needs of a variety 
of health professionals. 

We can offer use of our specialist 
equipment in purpose-built rooms 
enabling a variety of sessions to be 
carried out in a suitable and safe 
environment.



“A big thanks for hosting us today. 

Everything went perfectly and 
premises, catering and facilities were 
beyond our expectations. 

The feedback we got from the 
candidates was just as excellent”

Malta Resuscitation Council
Dr Maureen Bezzina



Anatomy Centre

As a highly specialised anatomy 
laboratory within a university 
environment, we can tailor your 
experience to fulfil your learning 
requirements and cater for your 
specific needs.

We can provide a range of specimens for courses 
including full body cadaveric specimens, 
prosections and plastic anatomical models.

The facility includes a dissection room, teaching 
room and wet-lab. Our dissection rooms are also 
set up with the latest large screens and video 
streaming. 

Adjacent to the dissection rooms is an additional 
teaching space, set up with large touch-screens. 
It is ideal for lectures, workshops or small group 
activities and can be booked in addition to the 
dissection room. 

Our full time, dedicated staff can 
help to individually tailor your 
course to your leaning outcomes, 
and can lead or support sessions 
and teaching. 
Additionally, we have a team of 
anatomy demonstrators who can 
offer their assistance if required.



Catering

Queen Mary, Malta Campus hospitality is responsible for 
operating our campus food outlet and for providing a flexible 
event hospitality service to our guests. It is the sole provider 
of services for events hosted at Queen Mary, Malta Campus.

Any event we cater for assumes a special distinction – whether 
a grand banquet for 150, a less formal lunch or business 
meeting for 10 or a private party or dinner our team combine 
detail and imagination to ensure that every function is well 
remarked and happily remembered.

We always source fresh, local and regional ingredients from 
family owned suppliers as the starting point for all of our 
menus. For us, this means providing an exceptional standard 
of food featuring real, natural food bursting with flavour, 
made with fresh, seasonal ingredients which has been 
lovingly prepared by our skilled team.

Whatever the event, we have all your 
catering needs covered, with a wide 
selection of fresh, locally & regionally 
sourced options provided by our 
dedicated in-house team.



  

Get in touch

Contact us today to find out how we can help 
make your next event in Malta a success.

email: malta@qmul.ac.uk

@qmulmalta

@qmulmalta

@qmulmaltacampus

Barts & the London School of Medicine  
& Dentistry, Triq l-Arċisqof Pietru Pace 
Victoria, VCT 2520, Gozo, Malta
qmul.ac.uk/malta

mailto:malta%40qmul.ac.uk?subject=Facilites%20Hire%20Enquiry
https://www.facebook.com/QMULMalta/
https://twitter.com/qmulmalta
https://www.instagram.com/qmulmaltacampus/
https://www.qmul.ac.uk/malta/

